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Cross-Coupled Iterative Learning Control for Complex Systems:
A Monotonically Convergent and Computationally Efficient Approach*
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Maurice Poot1 , Paul Tacx1 , Nard Strijbosch2 and Tom Oomen1,3
Abstract— Cross-coupled iterative learning control (ILC) can
achieve high performance for manufacturing applications in
which tracking a contour is essential for the quality of a
product. The aim of this paper is to develop a framework
for norm-optimal cross-coupled ILC that enables the use of
exact contour errors that are calculated offline, and iterationand time-varying weights. Conditions for the monotonic convergence of this iteration-varying ILC algorithm are developed.
In addition, a resource-efficient implementation is proposed in
which the ILC update law is reframed as a linear quadratic
tracking problem, reducing the computational load significantly.
The approach is illustrated on a simulation example.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The demands for accuracy and speed in manufacturing are
ever increasing and necessitate improved control strategies.
In many multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) applications
such as (3D) printing and CNC machining, accurately following a contour is essential for the quality of the final product.
For increasingly complex parts with curved surfaces and
sharp curvature variation, high feedrates lead to high contour
errors, resulting in low processing qualities and efficiency
[1]. Standard control approaches that aim at following a timebased reference are not suitable for this type of applications.
Approaches to minimize contour errors include offline
methods such as trajectory generation and pre-compensation
[2] and online methods such as improved control of individual axes and cross-coupled feedback control [3], [4].
Cross-coupled feedback control uses an online estimate of
the contour error, which is typically a reference-dependent
combination of the individual axes errors. This introduces
time-varying couplings between the system axes, leading to
linear time-varying (LTV) or non-linear systems, for which
feedback control is not straightforward [5]. In addition,
stability and computation times limit the accuracy of online
contour error estimates for cross-coupled feedback control.
Iterative learning control (ILC) is capable of achieving
high accuracy by updating a feedforward signal iteratively
based on repeated experiments [6]. Updating the input using
previous error signals leads to high performance after only
a small number of experiments. Typical frameworks include
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frequency-domain [7] and lifted norm-optimal ILC [8], [9].
Typical norm-optimal ILC aims at reducing the deviation
from a time-based reference signal for individual axes by
minimizing a cost function that includes individual axes error
and input signals. While this leads to high performance for
the individual axes, standard ILC has limitations for contour
tracking applications. In particular, it often leads to extremely
large inputs in sharp corners, where it may be preferable to
reduce the speed instead, and to limited velocities in straight
parts due to the time-based reference. For contour tracking,
the performance of ILC can be increased significantly by
explicitly taking the contour error into account.
Several aspects are of importance for cross-coupled ILC.
First, high accuracy of the contour error estimate is a requirement for precise control. Online contour error estimates vary
in accuracy and computational load, and range from linear
or circular [3] to more complex parameter-based approximations [10]. Since feedforward signals in ILC are calculated
offline, the exact contour error can be used instead of these
approximations. The exact contour error is constructed from
the individual axes errors through coupling gains that follow
from comparing an output coordinate to each point on the
reference contour. These exact coupling gains are not only
time-varying but also iteration-varying, and as such require
an ILC framework that allows for variation over iterations.
Second, cross-coupled control should consider not only the
contour error but also a tangential error to ensure that the system moves over the contour. For norm-optimal cross-coupled
ILC, it is essential that the tuning of the design parameters of
the algorithm is intuitive and reflects the trade-off between
accuracy and speed represented by respectively the contour
and tangential errors. In addition, the relative importance
of contour and tangential errors typically differs over the
reference, e.g., in corners accuracy is more important than
speed. The framework should enable time-varying weighting
to allow for these variations. An approach to cross-coupled
ILC is proposed in [11], in which standard ILC and feedback
control for the individual axes are combined with PD-based
ILC based on the contour error. In [12] the method is
extended to norm-optimal ILC with time-varying weighting.
Both approaches use linear contour error estimates, limiting
the achievable performance. In addition, while the normoptimal ILC approach weights both individual axes and
contour errors, the tuning is not intuitive since the trade-off
between tangential and contour errors is not made explicit.
Third, the considered MIMO applications often use long
reference signals. However, standard norm-optimal lifted ILC

methods are limited to reference signals with a relatively
small number of samples, because the ILC update law
involves matrix inversions for which the computational load
scales badly with the signal length [13]. For cross-coupled
ILC, a low-order solution with efficient computations that
allows for long reference signals is essential. The implementation in [12] requires inversion of large matrices and the
approach is therefore limited to short reference signals. To
remove restrictions on the reference length, non-lifted crosscoupled ILC is developed in [14]. This approach uses linear
contour error approximations in individual cost functions at
each error sample, and results in a PD-like ILC controller that
does not allow for a direct feedthrough term in the plant.
Although several important steps have been taken towards
cross-coupled ILC for contour tracking, a framework that
uses exact contour errors and enables intuitive tuning and
unlimited signal lengths is lacking. This paper aims to address these aspects, resulting in the following contributions.
• A cost function is introduced that allows the use of exact
contour errors with iteration-varying coupling matrices,
and that enables intuitive tuning of time- and iterationvarying weights (Section III).
• Conditions for monotonic convergence of the ILC algorithm with the proposed iteration-varying cost function
are given (Section IV).
• A resource-efficient implementation based on linear
quadratic tracking is proposed that allows for inexpensive and fast computations in case of iteration-varying
ILC matrices and long reference signals (Section V).
The approach is illustrated using a simulated flatbed printer
in Section VI. Conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. P ROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, the contour tracking problem is defined
and the norm-optimal ILC framework is introduced.

ILC
−

e = Syd − Jf,

(1)

with sensitivity S = (I + P C)−1 for plant P and controller
C, process sensitivity J = P (I + CP )−1 , and feedforward
input f as shown in Fig. 1. The system J and input f are
given in lifted form by
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with J the convolution matrix of the LTV system, which
is a lower triangular matrix with a block Toeplitz structure and entries H i,j ∈ Rno ×ni . The error e ∈ RN no ×1
is written similar to input f ∈ RN ni ×1 , and e(k) ∈
Rno ×1 and f (k) ∈ Rni ×1 are of the form e(k) =

C

yj
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Fig. 1: Parallel ILC configuration.
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Fig. 2: For a 2D-system with reference yd (k), position output
y(k) and individual axes errors ex (k) and ey (k), the actual
contour error εc (k) ( ) based on the closest point yc (k) on
the contour differs from linear approximation ε̂c (k) ( ).
T
 1
e (k) e2 (k) . . . eno (k) . The aim of the system is
to track a contour described by the reference yd (k) ∈ Rno ×1
accurately in space rather than in time. To that end, in
addition to the time-based error e(k), the contour error
εc (k) ∈ R is defined as the distance between the position
output y(k) ∈ Rno ×1 and the closest point on the contour, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Each contour error sample εc (k) can be
expressed as a function of e(k) through a vector of coupling
gains c(k) ∈ Rno ×1 according to
εc (k) = c(k)T e(k).

(2)

The coupling gains depend on the type of approximation
used to determine εc , as is further explained in Section III.
B. Norm-optimal iterative learning control
In norm-optimal iterative learning control (ILC), the input
f of system (1) is updated iteratively according to

A. Contour tracking
Consider a discrete-time, linear time-varying (LTV)
MIMO system with ni inputs and no outputs. For reference
yd , the tracking error e is given by

ej

yd

fj

ej = Syd − Jfj ,

fj+1 = Qfj + Lej ,

(3)
(4)

where error ej and fj depend on iteration j. The update
matrices Q and L follow from the cost function
J (fj+1 ) = kej+1 k2We + kfj+1 k2Wf + kfj+1 − fj k2W∆f ,
(5)
√
with kxkW = xT W x. The minimizer of J (fj+1 ) can be
determined analytically [8] and leads to
Q = (JT We J + Wf + W∆f )−1 (JT We J + W∆f )
T

L = (J We J + Wf + W∆f )

−1 T

J We .

(6)
(7)

If the convolution matrix J is non-singular, norm-optimal
ILC leads to monotonic convergence of the sequence of input
signals {fj } for We  0, Wf , W∆f  0. If J is singular
then Wf  0 enforces monotonic convergence.
This paper aims to develop a framework for norm-optimal
cross-coupled ILC that achieves high performance for contour tracking applications. A time- and iteration-varying cost

function is developed that allows the use of exact contour
errors as well as various estimations and that enables intuitive
tuning. The convergence is analyzed and a resource-efficient
implementation suitable for long references is proposed.
III. C OST FUNCTION DESIGN
In this section, a cost function is introduced that encompasses different configurations of cross-coupled ILC. It
enables using exact contour errors with iteration-varying coupling gains and intuitive time- and iteration-varying weights.
A. Cost function framework

approach, the coupling gains may differ over iterations,
resulting in iteration-varying weighting-coupling matrices:


cos(φ(k, j)) − sin(φ(k, j))
k
Ce,j
=
,
(13)
sin(φ(k, j)) cos(φ(k, j))
k
∈ Rncf ×no is designed
The matrix Cf,j with blocks Cf,j
similar to Ce,j . For systems with no > 2 the exact contour
error definition can be extended easily, but approximations
become more complicated [1].

B. Time- and iteration-varying weighting

The structure of cost function (8) allows for time-varying
weighting matrices We,j , Wf,j and W∆f,j . The matrices
have the following block-diagonal structure:
2
2
2
 1

J (fj+1 ) = kej+1 kWec,j + kfj+1 kWf c,j + kfj+1 − fj kW∆f c,j .
0
We,j . . .
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The weighting-coupling matrices Wec,j , Wf c,j and W∆f c,j
N
0
. . . We,j
may be iteration-varying and can take into account individual axes inputs and errors, different approximations of the where the size of W k ∈ Rnce ×nce depends on that of
e,j
contour error, and the tangential error that is perpendicular the corresponding block C k of the coupling matrix. The
e,j
to the contour error. The matrices are of the form
k
diagonal blocks We,j
apply weights to each element of the
k
T
T
Wec,j = Ce,j
We,j Ce,j , Wf c,j = Cf,j
Wf,j Cf,j , (9) coupled error. For example, for Ce,j according to (13), i.e.,
exact contour and tangential errors, it holds that
T
W∆f c,j = Cf,j
W∆f,j Cf,j
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where the coupling matrices Ce,j for e and Cf,j for f may
ex (k)
εt (k)
differ, for example when the MIMO system is non-square
k
or different couplings for input and error are desired. The such that the first diagonal element of W,je
puts a weight on
block-diagonal matrices are constructed as
the contour error εc (k) and the second diagonal element puts
k
 1

a weight on the tangential error εt (k). The blocks We,j
need
Ce,j . . .
0
not
be
identical
for
all
k,
allowing
time-varying
weighting

..  .
..
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(10) such as increased weights on the contour error in corners to
.
. 
N
0
. . . Ce,j
increase accuracy. The weights may also be iteration-varying,
e.g., one could weight only individual axes errors initially
k
The blocks Ce,j
∈ Rnce ×no , with nce the number of coupled
and add weights on the contour error after some iterations.
error components, describe the coupling of the axes at each
sample and have full column rank to ensure that each output
IV. M ONOTONIC CONVERGENCE
component is taken into account. Standard norm-optimal ILC
In this section, conditions are developed for the monotonic
k
is recovered for Ce,j
= I ni ×no ∀k, j. Possible configurations
convergence towards a closed 2-norm ball of cross-coupled

T
for a 2D system with e(k) = ey (k) ex (k) include:
ILC with the iteration-varying cost function of Section III.
• Cross-coupled ILC with linear approximations of the conThe ILC update based on cost function (8) is given by
tour error ε̂c and individual axes errors, with θ(k) the angle
fj+1 =Qj fj + Lj ej , with
(16)
between reference sample yd (k) and the x-axis:
T
−1


Qj =(J Wec,j J + Wef,j + W∆f c,j )
(17)
1
0
T
k
 ∀j,
(J Wec,j J + W∆f c,j ),
0
1
Ce,j
=
(11)
cos(θ(k)) − sin(θ(k))
Lj =(JT Wec,j J + Wef,j + W∆f c,j )−1 JT Wec,j . (18)
The following cost function is proposed, in which different
approaches to cross-coupled ILC can be incorporated

•

•

Cross-coupled ILC with linear approximations of the contour and tangential errors:


cos(θ(k)) − sin(θ(k))
k
Ce,j =
∀j.
(12)
sin(θ(k)) cos(θ(k))

Cross-coupled ILC with exact contour and tangential
errors, with φ(k, j) the angle between the x-axis and
the vector perpendicular to the contour error vector. The
contour error vector is the vector from position yj (k) to
the closest point on the contour yc,j (k), see Fig. 2. In this

The sets containing all possible filters Qj and Lj are given
by Q and L, respectively. Since the reference and position
are sampled with finite resolution, the sets Q and L are
finite provided that the set of iteration-varying weights is
also finite. First, monotonic convergence towards a closed
2-norm ball is defined, then a convergence theorem is given.
Definition 1 (Closed 2-norm ball). The closed 2-norm ball
B2 (c, d) with center c ∈ R and radius d ∈ R≥0 is defined
as B2 (c, d) := {x ∈ R|kx − ck2 ≤ d}.

Definition 2 (Monotonic convergence towards a closed
2-norm ball). The sequence {yi }, yi ∈ R is said to converge
monotonically in the 2-norm to the 2-norm ball B2 (c, d) if
there exists κ ∈ [0, 1) such that for all i ∈ Z≥0 ,
kyi+1 − ck2 ≤ κkyi − ck2
yj+1 ∈ B2 (c, d)

if yi ∈
/ B2 (c, d),

if yi ∈ B2 (c, d).

(19)
(20)

Theorem 3. The sequence of inputs {fj } that follows from
update law (16), with iteration-varying filters Qj ∈ Q and
Lj ∈ L that minimize criterion (8) according to (18), is
monotonically convergent towards a closed 2-norm ball if
the coupling matrix Ce,j has full column rank, We,j  0 ∀j
and either,
• if J is non-singular, Wf,j , W∆f,j  0 ∀j, or,
• if J is singular, Cf,j has full column rank and Wf,j 
0, W∆f,j  0 ∀j.

The following auxiliary lemma is used in the proof.

Lemma 4. For iteration (16), the following two statements
are equivalent:
1) The sequence of inputs {fj } with fixed Qj = Q̄ ∈ Q
and Lj = L̄ ∈ L for all j is monotonically convergent
in the 2-norm to a fixed point.
2) The sequence of inputs {fj } with iteration-varying
Qj ∈ Q and Lj ∈ L is monotonically convergent in
the 2-norm towards a closed 2-norm ball.
Proof of Lemma 4. To show that 1) =⇒ 2), assume first
that for each Q̄ ∈ Q and L̄ ∈ L the sequence of inputs
{fj } of the corresponding iteration-invariant ILC system
converges monotonically to a fixed point f¯∞ , i.e.,
kfj+1 − f¯∞ k2 ≤ κkfj − f¯∞ k ∀ j,

(21)

for some universal κ ∈ [0, 1). Consider fj ∈ B2 (c, d) and
given Qj ∈ Q, Lj ∈ L. It holds that B2 (c, d) ⊂ B2 (f¯j,∞ , d+
kc − f¯j,∞ k2 ) because
kfj − f¯j,∞ k2 ≤ kfj − ck2 + kc − f¯j,∞ k2 .

(22)

Therefore, if fj ∈ B(c, d), i.e., kfj − ck2 ≤ d, then
kfj − f¯j,∞ k2 ≤ d + kc − f¯j,∞ k2 .

(23)

It follows from (21) that fj ∈ B2 (f¯j,∞ , d+kc− f¯j,∞ k2 ) =⇒
fj+1 ∈ B2 (f¯j,∞ , κd + κkc − f¯j,∞ k2 ), which leads to
kfj+1 − f¯j,∞ k2 ≤ κ(d + kc − f¯j,∞ k2 ).

It holds that B2 (f¯j,∞ , κd + κkc − f¯j,∞ k2 ) ⊂ B2 (c, κd + (1 +
κ)kc − f¯j,∞ k2 ) because
kfj+1 − ck2 ≤ kfj+1 − f¯j,∞ k2 + kc − f¯j,∞ k2
(24)
≤ κ(d + kc − f¯j,∞ k2 ) + kc − f¯j,∞ k2 .

It follows that fj ∈ B2 (c, d) =⇒ fj+1 ∈ B2 (c, κd + (1 +
κ)kc − f¯j,∞ k2 ) ∀ Qj ∈ Q, Lj ∈ L. Next, consider the set
B(c, d∗ ) with
d∗ =

max

Q̄∈Q,L̄∈L

κd + (1 + κ)kc − f¯∞ k2 .

(25)

Thus if fj ∈ B2 (c, d), then fj+1 ∈ B2 (c, d∗ )∀Qj ∈ Q, Lj ∈
L. Since the sets Q and L are finite and κ ∈ [0, 1), there
exists a such that d > d∗ if d > a, and d = d∗ if d = a.
To show that 2) =⇒ 1), assume that the sequence of
inputs {fj } is monotonically convergent in the 2-norm to a
closed 2-norm ball given by B2 (c, a), i.e.,
kfj+1 − ck2 ≤ κkfj − ck2 if kej − ck2 > a,

(26)

Since this is satisfied for any iteration-varying Qj ∈ Q, Lj ∈
L, the iteration-invariant case where Qj = Q̄, Lj = L̄ ∀j
also satisfies (26). Therefore, each of the iteration-invariant
systems converges monotonically towards the closed 2-norm
ball B2 (c, a) and since they are iteration-invariant, they
converge monotonically to a fixed point in this set.
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof consists of four steps.
Step 1. The sequence of inputs {fj } in (16) for fixed Q̄ ∈
Q and L̄ ∈ L is monotonically convergent in the 2-norm
if the mapping from fj to fj+1 is a contraction mapping
according to the Banach fixed point theorem [15, Theorem
5.1-2]. Substituting (1) in (16) shows that this is satisfied if
kQ̄ − L̄Jk2 < 1.

(27)

Step 2. It holds that σ̄(Q̄ − L̄J) ≤ kQ̄ − L̄Jk2 . From (18)
it follows that (27) is satisfied if
σ̄(Q̄ − L̄J) = σ̄((JT W̄ec J + W̄f c + W̄∆f c )−1 W̄∆f c ) < 1.
It holds that σ̄((A + B)−1 B) < 1 for A  0, B  0.
For a positive (semi)definite matrix M , AT M A is positive
(semi)definite if A has full column rank. Thus for nonsingular J, W̄ec  0, W̄f c , W̄∆f c  0 ensures monotonic
convergence. For singular J, W̄f c  0 is needed also.
Step 3. Matrices Wec , Wf c and W∆f c are structured as
CT W C. Thus, W̄ec , W̄f c  0 is satisfied if Ce respectively
Cf has full column rank and We respectively Wf  0.
Additionally, W̄∆f c  0 is satisfied for W∆f  0.
Step 4. Applying Step 1-3 for each Qj ∈ Q, Lj ∈ L and
combining with Lemma 4 concludes the proof.
Note that for iteration-invariant weighting-coupling matrices, Theorem 3 ensures monotonic convergence in the 2norm to a fixed point instead. Theorem 3 reduces the design
of cross-coupled ILC for monotonic convergence to choosing
suitable weights and couplings, enabling intuitive design. It
is possible to find an expression for the smallest closed 2norm ball to which the system converges, a result used in a
preliminary version of [16], see [17, Theorem III.9].
V. R ESOURCE - EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, the cross-coupled ILC update law (16)
is reframed as a linear quadratic tracking problem with a
resource-efficient solution, reducing the computational load
significantly and enabling long reference signals. This is
especially useful for iteration-varying cost functions, since
Qj and Lj are not calculated explicitly and the inversion in
(18), that would otherwise limit the size of the lifted matrices
and thus the length of the reference signal, is avoided.

J (fj+1 ) =

N
X

kej+1 (k)k2W k

ec,j

k=1

+ kfj+1 (k) −

+ kfj+1 (k)k2W N

f c,j

(29)

fj (k)k2W k ,
∆f c,j

k
where, consistent with the previous notation, Wec,j
=
k
k
k T
(Ce,j ) We,j Ce,j etc. From (3) it follows that ej+1 = ej −
J(fj+1 − fj ). In addition, ∆fj+1 (k) = fj+1 (k) − fj (k) and
∆ej+1 (k) = ej+1 (k) − ej (k) are defined. This leads to the
following theorem that relates the optimal input fj+1 in (8)
to the solution of a linear quadratic tracking problem.

Theorem 5. The optimal ILC input that minimizes (8) with
W∆f c,j  0 is the solution to the linear quadratic tracking
problem with cost function
J (∆fj+1 ) =

N
X

T
k
∆fj+1
(k) W∆f
c,j

k=1

∆fj+1 (k)+

(30)

Rjk
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0
ej (k) + ∆ej+1 (k)
ej (k) + ∆ej+1 (k)
,
0
Wfkc,j fj (k) + ∆fj+1 (k)
fj (k) + ∆fj+1 (k)
{z
}
|



Sjk

∆xj+1 (k + 1) = A∆xj+1 (k) + B∆fj+1 (k),
(31)


∆ej+1 (k)
∆yj+1 (k) =
(32)
∆fj+1 (k)
 
 
D
C
∆fj+1 (k).
∆xj+1 (k) +
=
I
0
Proof. The proof follows from substituting ej+1 = ej −
J(fj+1 − fj ) and ∆ej+1 = −J(fj+1 − fj ) = −J∆fj+1 in
(29). The problem is reframed as an LQT problem with direct
feedthrough by adding output ∆fj+1 . Taking W∆f c,j  0
ensures that Sjk  0, Rjk  0 and concludes the proof.

The solution in Theorem 5 is identical to the lifted ILC
update (16), in contrast to the non-lifted approach in [14]
which minimizes an individual cost function at each sample
and as such is fundamentally different. The solution to
discrete-time LQT problems with Sjk  0, Rjk  0 is wellknown, see [18, Section 4.4] or [19] for the situation with
direct feedthrough. A Hamiltonian system is defined, leading
to a two-point boundary value problem to which a sweep
method is applied. For cross-coupled ILC, define
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The optimal input is fj+1 (k) = fj (k) + ∆fj+1 (k), where
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Fig. 3: Bode diagram of the process sensitivity of a decoupled industrial flatbed printer. Input and output 1 correspond
to the y-axis, input and output 2 correspond to the x-axis.
with R̄j (k) =Rjk + D̄T Sjk D̄ + BT Pj (k + 1)B,
T

T

P̄j (k + 1) =B Pj (k + 1)A + D̄

(Sjk )T C̄.

(34)
(35)

The terms vj (k + 1) and Pj (k + 1) follow from solving the
following equations backwards in time:
T

(A
vj (k) = −
−

(36)

Pj (k + 1)B + C̄ Sjk D̄)R̄j−1 (k)P̄j (k + 1),

P̄jT (k + 1)R̄j−1 (k)D̄T − C̄T Sjk rj (k) (37)

P̄jT (k + 1)R̄j−1 (k)BT − AT vj (k + 1),
T

with x(0) = 0 and boundary conditions

subject to the dynamics

∆fj+1 (k) = −

−100

Pj (k) =AT Pj (k + 1)A + C̄T Sjk C̄−

| {z }

R̄j−1 (k)P̄j (k + 1)∆xj+1 (k)
R̄j−1 (k)D̄T Sjk rj (k) + R̄j−1 (k)BT v(k

J 22

−50

abs [dB]

Due to the block-diagonal structure of Wec,j , Wf c,j and
W∆f c,j the cost function (8) can be written as

J 11

∠ [deg]

Process sensitivity J is rewritten to state-space description


A B
JSP =
.
(28)
C D

(33)
+ 1),

Pj (N ) = C̄T SjN C̄,
vj (N ) = C̄

T

(38)

SjN (D̄∆fj+1

− rj (N )).

(39)

Compared to Theorem 3, Theorem 5 also requires W∆f c,j 
0. This is not limiting in practice, as W∆f c,j  0 is
also required to limit the amplification of iteration-varying
disturbances [20]. A similar low-order solution to ILC, which
omits the explicit formulation of the ILC update law as an
LQT problem, is applied to the specific cases of ILC for
intersample behavior in [21] and norm-optimal ILC in [13].
VI. E XAMPLE
In this section, the proposed cross-coupled ILC framework
is illustrated using simulations of an industrial flatbed printer,
the process sensitivity of which is shown in Fig. 3. Crosscoupled ILC is applied to this system with coupling matrices
Ce,j = Cf,j and coupling gains representing the exact
contour and tangential errors according to (13). The timeand iteration-invariant weights are given by


 −10

1.5 0
0
10
k
k
We,j
=
, Wf,j
=
,
0 0.5
0
10−9
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= 10−10 I 2×2 ,

∀k, j.

Thus, the weight on the contour error εc is higher than
that on the tangential error εt , and the input penalty in the
direction of the contour error is smaller, reflecting the aim
of minimizing the contour error in this application.
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( ) and position output with a significantly reduced contour
error after ten cross-coupled ILC iterations ( ).
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Fig. 5: Convergence of the 2-norm of the contour error ( )
and the errors of the individual axes y ( ) and x ( ).
The ILC algorithm with iteration-varying cross-coupling
matrices for exact contour errors converges, see Fig. 4 and
5. In this case, the main contour error reduction comes from
reducing the error in x-direction, see also the individual axes
errors in Fig. 5. Comparisons with other norm-optimal ILC
cost functions are omitted, because different weights lead to
different trade-offs between control input and error, making
such comparisons completely arbitrary. The advantage of the
proposed framework is in the use of exact contour errors,
which ensures that the cost function represents the aim of
contour tracking, and in the intuitiveness of tuning.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper a new framework for cross-coupled iterative
learning control is developed that enables the use of exact
contour errors and time- and iteration-varying weights. Conditions for the monotonic convergence of the ILC algorithm
are given. In addition, the ILC update law is reframed as
a linear quadratic tracking problem, which can be solved
efficiently for arbitrary long reference signals. The approach
is illustrated on a simulation example of a flatbed printer;
experimental results that confirm the theoretical and simulation results are omitted due to space limitations. Future work
includes developing design criteria for time-varying weights.
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